Face the Facts!
by Haley Hakimian
Match the face of the student with her most
embarrassing moment below.

A) For one seventh grade girl it actually happened in
sixth grade. She was walking into class and her skirt
got caught on the board and…it RIPPED!
B) Another girl, also in seventh grade, was shopping
in American Eagle with her mom. While she was in
the store she ran into two of her friends. They talked
for a while, and when she turned around to leave,
she ran straight into the door and caused a huge
commotion
C) The last girl is an eighth grader and her story is
something like the first, except her story takes place
in the library. She put on her backpack and it pulled
up her skirt so she was flashing everyone.

Clever
Colors
compiled by Sarah Wilk, based on an article
from Teen Magazine, August 2003

Did you know that what you
wear can help you
concentrate? It sounds weird,
but it’s true…
Even though we have to wear uniforms,
you can still apply tips from the color chart,
especially by wearing an accessory it like a
necklace, bracelet, or earrings. On your
next test or exam, follow the chart—it can’t
hurt!
Red- This color will boost your confidence,
but if you’re stressed about an exam, avoid
red—you will become strained.
Orange-This hue is said to enhance your
creativity. It’s perfect for an exam that
requires long essays.
Yellow- A bright shade supposedly boosts
your memory, so throw a yellow tee on
under your shirt for your next test.
Green- This color of nature can distract
you, which is why it is not great for exams.
Blue- A cool color that can help you relax
and concentrate. It’s perfect for a tough
test that you’re really prepared for.
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Purple- Got a multiple choice test coming
up? Try a purple shirt under your itchy
oxford.
Black- If you’re feeling bummed out about
school, skip this color. But if you think
you’re totally under control then go for it;
black can make you feel powerful.
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3.

Pink- A soft, gentle shade like pink will
make you feel warm and snugly, so save it
to wear to the mall, not for a test.

